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Abstract—Multispectral palmprint recognition is one of the most useful biometric techniques due to features obtained from different spectral resolutions/wavelengths. In this paper, we propose a multidirectional transform-based feature encoding plan for reliable and robust representation and matching of multispectral palm images. The method extracts the region of interest (ROI) for palmprint images captured with non-contact sensors. The registered ROI of each band is newly downsampled using DWT. This approach allows us to take more lines into consideration for interpolation. A undecimated dual-tree complex wavelet transform based multidirectional feature encoding plan is then newly applied since it provides better shift invariance and directional selectivity. Finally, a binary code matching strategy with score level fusion is used to compute matching for efficient identification. The experimental results obtained on CASIA and PolyU datasets show that the presented method gives better results in the blurring binary code matching case than state-of-the-art methods and provides comparable performance in the non-blurring binary code matching.

Index Terms—Feature Extraction, Image Recognition, Matching, Multispectral Encoding, Pattern Analysis, Wavelet Transforms.

I. INTRODUCTION

BIOMETRICS IS THE method used to recognize individuals based on one or more authentic physical and/or behavioral traits [1]. Palmprint recognition has attracted much attention from researchers [2]--[6] due to its ease of use, high speed, robustness, reliability and affordability. 3D imaging can be used to improve the accuracy of the palmprint system and ability to detect spoof attacks [7]. However, improper tools and the cost of the systems make it difficult to use. Multispectral imaging can be one solution [8]-[10]. It captures an image in a range of spectral bands.

Specific features of each palm can be obtained from different spectral bands so that we have enough information to enhance its accuracy. The antispooﬁng capability of palmprint systems can be improved.

The unique patterns that can be seen with the naked eye are the principal lines, the ﬁne edges and the wrinkles [11]. Standard imaging devices can capture these superﬁcial features. High-wavelength scanners can capture the ﬁne ridges that can be used for inert palmprint identiﬁcation in forensics [12]. The wrinkles and principal lines captured with low-wavelength sensors are well-suited for security applications such as client identiﬁcation or authentication [13]. The subsurface vein pattern is extra information presented in the human palm. The subsurface vein pattern is unrelated to the palm lines. Standard imaging sensors cannot identify such features. Infrared imaging can capture subsurface features due to its capability to penetrate the skin. Multispectral palmprint recognition can be used to investigate the subsurface and superﬁcial features of a palm. Multispectral imaging captures images at multiple wavelengths. These complementary features (veins and palm lines) allow for increased discrimination between persons. These features of palm images are important to improve performance where user cooperation is moderate, such as secure access gates, personality records and workplace entry.

Multispectral palm pictures can be captured by using monochromatic camera under spectrally changing illumination [14], [15]. Hand movement is restricted by contact device but increases user admissibility issues due to hygiene. Nevertheless, biometrics which are captured with non-contact sensors are more useful and socially more sufﬁcient [16], but create the problem of Rotation-Scale-Translation (RST) variations. The movement of the palm is the reason for these misalignments. Landmark detection and ROI extraction must be applied to solve this problem. A robust feature extraction strategy is required for precise recognition of line-like edges, because of the multi-modal nature of the palm. In addition, multi-modal feature extraction results with many features cause slow matching time and require large storage resources. These challenges can be solved with a feature encoding plan and matching technique.

This paper presents a new multidirectional transform-based feature encoding strategy for reliable and robust representation and matching. A reliable method is applied to extract ROI from non-contact palmprint images; a robust directional and multiscale feature encoding method is proposed for multispectral palmprint images; and an effective binary code matching strategy is used for matching process and compact storage of multidirectional components. Presented approach is
II. RELATED WORKS

Using multispectral images, biometrics like the iris [17], face [18], [19] and fingerprint [20] have been researched for improved precision in the past decade. Researchers have now turned their attention to multispectral palmprint recognition [14], [15], [21]-[32]. Palmpprint recognition techniques can be categorized as texture-based coding methodologies, line-like feature finders and subspace learning strategies [33]. The combination of these three classes is possible. Edge detectors can be used to extract palm lines in line detection-based methodologies. A palmpprint verification method by utilizing principal lines is presented in [34]. The principal palm lines were separated by using a modified finite Radon transform. However, recognition based on only palm lines was inadequate [27]. Palm lines can be extracted by line detection. However, line detection is not suitable for extraction of palm veins due to their broad structure and low contrast. The global characteristics of the palm can be captured by using subspace projection. Subspace projection strategies incorporate Eigen-palm [35], which reflects palm images to a PCA space, or Fisher-palm [36] which reflects to a LDA space. However, such subspace projection is not well suited to preserve and model finer local details. In [37], Laplacian palm representation is proposed by fusing palmvein and palmpprint images. In that work, Laplacian palm representation is used to preserve local characteristics while reflecting onto subspace unlike Eigen-palm [35] and Fisher-palm [36]. Multispectral palmpprint images are represented as quaternion PCA and employed quaternion PCA to get features. For recognition, a nearest neighbor classifier is used. The quaternion model was not as effective as state-of-the-art techniques in representing multispectral palm images and were found to have low recognition accuracy. The subspace learned from incorrect align palms cannot create an exact representation of every identity.

The methods based on orientation encode and extract the directional lines. Those methods have shown state-of-the-art performance in palmpprint recognition [11]. The Competitive Code (CompCode) [38], the Ordinal Code (OrdRepr) [39] and the Derivative of Gaussian Code (DoGRepr) [40] can be examples of the orientation-based methods. In the generic form of the methods based on orientation coding, each directional subband is identical to a certain orientation of lines. The orientation-based code is formed from the dominant orientation index, extracted from each of the directional subbands. A directional bank of Gabor filters is used to extract the orientation of palm lines in CompCode [38]. Coefficients of the directional subbands are encoded into a binary code. Then, the results are matched directly by applying the Hamming distance. The OrdRepr [39] studies the ordinal relationship of lines. This method compares reciprocally orthogonal filter pairs to get feature orientation at a point. The DoGRepr [40] uses vertical and horizontal derivative filters to extract feature orientation. The coefficients of the orientation-based methods can be binarized for effective storage and fast matching compared to other representations that need floating point data storage and calculations. Another critical part of multispectral palmpprints is the way to combine the spectral bands. The multispectral palmpprints have been examined with feature, data, rank-level combination and score.

Multiresolution transform techniques such as wavelets and curvelets are used to fuse multispectral palmpprint images. A three-scale wavelet transform methodology is used for fusion multispectral palmpprint images in [14] and then they applied CompCode for feature extracting and matching. The results showed that the wavelet combination of multispectral palm images is valuable for blurred palm images. In [32], different image fusion methods are used. The OLOF was one of those representations for multispectral palmpprint recognition. The best recognition accuracy was accomplished when the curvelet was used for band combination. A wavelet-based band combination and a Gabor wavelet-based feature representation for multispectral palm pictures are presented in [28]. Feature selection was done using Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [41] to reduce the dimensionality and classified by SVM and normalized correlation. However, Gabor wavelet-based fusion did not give better results than the curvelet combination with OLOF [32] for palmpprint recognition. A joint palmpline strategy is proposed in [27] to have multispectral palmpprint recognition. Different feature encoding techniques were designed for palmpline and palmpvein. Later, score-level fusion was used to compute the final match. This approach showed more promising results than a feature- and/or rank-level fusion. In addition, single palmpprint image representation may be extended to multispectral cases. However, features in different bands such as lines and veins might not be preserved [27]. A comparative study presented in [12] showing that local orientation-based features are the recommended option for palmpprint image feature extraction.

This paper proposes a new multidirectional transform-based feature extraction considering multispectral palmpprint recognition. UDTCWT is used to represent coefficients since it gives superior performance with directionality and shift invariance properties than UDWT and DTCWT. A two-level filtering strategy is presented to obtain more robust and useful multidirectional features than those of orientation-based methods that use a directional filterbank. The idea presented in [42] is used for the binary matching strategy. Three orientation-based techniques [38] [39] [40] are implemented and compared with the presented method considering different experimental setups. The scheme of the presented method is depicted in Fig. 1.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section III, we explain a solid procedure for ROI extraction from multispectral pictures produced by means of non-contact sensors. The proposed feature extraction method and applied binary code matching and coordinating procedures are discussed in Section IV. In Section V, we introduce a point-by-point trial examination to assess the precision of the multispectral palmpprint image analysis. We investigate the impact of different parameters. We perform verification and identification tests in different trial settings using two standard multispectral palmpprint databases and compare the proposed
method with the state-of-the-art methods. Conclusions are given in Section VI.

III. REGION OF INTEREST EXTRACTION

For feature extraction and matching, it is necessary to extract a specific portion from the palmprint image which is known to be ROI extraction. There are many advantages to applying ROI extraction processes to the images captured from non-contact sensors. One of these advantages is to be used to eliminate translation, scale and rotation of palm vein images. ROI extraction process also extracts the most useful area in the images. It reduces the amount of data without missing much useful information. This process affects the speed and the quality of the feature extraction and matching processes. The ROI extraction method introduced in [42] is used.

Since each band of the multispectral images is sequentially captured, minor hand movements cannot be eliminated. Therefore, the maximization of mutual information explained in [32] is used for inter-band registration of the ROIs. The strategy was effective for registering multispectral palm images. Once the registration of ROIs for each band is completed, it is resized to $128 \times 128$ pixels with bicubic interpolation and then downsampled to $32 \times 32$ pixels using the discrete wavelet transform rather than the method used in [42]. This re-sampling step shows better performance than bicubic interpolation because it reduces the noisy regions and inconsistent lines while taking more lines or points into consideration for interpolation. This approach reduces the amount of required storage in the final feature. The required time and final stage storage are also reduced in case of extraction and matching processes. Process for extraction of ROI is shown in Fig. 2.

IV. MULTISPECTRAL PALMPRINT IMAGE ANALYSIS

A. Directional Feature Encoding

The undecimated dual tree complex wavelet transform (UDTCWT) [43] is an improved expansion of DTCWT. Two different form UDTCWT is presented in [43]. One of them is termed as U1DT-CWT, which provides exact shift invariance properties with the advantage of having one-to-one map in each subband with the same directional selectivity as DTCWT, since downsampling and upsampling of the filters are removed like a simple UDWT. Having a consistent size in all scales is an important relationship in the applications such as image denoising and image fusion. The second form of UDTCWT is termed as U2DT-CWT, which is retaining sub-sampling after the first level to reduce overcompleteness. However, sub-bands are not same size as input image in this form. In this paper, we use the shift invariance, one-to-one map in each subband and directional selectivity properties of the U1DT-CWT [43] for directional feature encoding in palmprint images.

A biorthogonal set of filters $(B_j)$ is used at the first scale to be convolved with an ROI $I \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}$. This step helps us to capture the details in the palm and allows robust information to be passed on to the subsequent stage.

$$\rho = I \ast B_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The filtered component $(\rho)$ of the input image is processed by the q-step filters $(D_q)$ which comprise six complex directional subbands.

$$\Psi^i = \rho \ast D_j^i$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where: $\Psi^i$ – indicates six set of directional complex subbands, $i = 1, 2, ..., 6$. The combination of biorthogonal and q-step filter decomposition stages lets us determine the
capability of the system to capture line-like features. Usually, both the vein and line characteristics appear as black intensities in a palm. This corresponds to a negative filter response. The minimum peak response among all directional subbands is selected at a specific point. Assume \( \Psi_{x,y}^i \) represents the coefficient at point \((x, y)\) in the \(i\)th directional subband where \(i = 1, 2, ..., 6\). We use a similar rule to the competitive rule [38]. The dominant orientation in each \((x, y)\) is encoded.

\[
C = \arg \min_{n} \Psi_{x,y}^i
\]

where \( C \) – denotes the U1DT-CWT coefficients that represents \(I\). Note that \( C \) is calculated for all subbands of the multispectral picture of a palm.

**B. Binary Encoding**

The binary encoding process presented in [42] is used to calculate one-to-many matching in palm image identification. The binary hash table method is applied to equation (3). The coefficients of the U1DT-CWT in equation (3) is then binarized. It should be noted that palmprint features are non-rigid, so it is not possible to have an exact 1:1 correspondence between all the directions of two palmprint pictures captured at different instances of time. Consequently, it is intuitive to set multiple orientations to a hash location \((x, y)\) based on its neighborhood. The blurring depends on a specific neighborhood rather than a single pixel and robustly catches crossover line orientations. Less blurring occurs in a few number of points matched with high confidence. Conversely, high-level blurring will result in large numbers being matched with low confidence.

The maximum score within all translations is defined as the final match. The class of inquiry palm is identified by the \(n\)th image in the gallery which corresponds to the highest match as defined in [42]:

\[
\text{Class} = \arg \max_n S_{i,t,z}^G
\]

Here: \( S_{i,t,z}^G \) – is a match score. The bands are differently translated to determine the best possible combination [42]. In the matching process, each band is matched individually. The resulting scores are combined. Floating point comparisons are not needed for final decision, because a matching score is always an integer.

**V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

**A. Databases**

Two publicly available datasets are used for experiments: the CASIA [44] and PolyU [45]. Both datasets have low resolution (less than 150 dpi) multispectral palmprint images and that is stored as 8-bit images per band. ROIs of the PolyU database are already extracted by the method presented in [13].

The ROIs of the CASIA databases are not extracted and we apply landmark localization with ROI extraction strategy discussed in Section 3 in order to extract them. CASIA databases are captured by using a non-contact sensor and contains too many RST variations.

**B. Parameter Selection**

The effect of various parameters is studied such as ROI size, number of scales in the presented method, influence of binary encoding with blurring and non-blurring neighborhood. All parameters except the analysis of a specific parameter are kept fixed. This experimental analysis is carried out by using a sample set of the PolyU multispectral palmprint database compromising exact number of images from the first and second sessions. Optimal parameters found for PolyU databases are applied for the CASIA database.

1) **Dimension of ROI**

The length and thickness of the palmprint features vary. The most discriminative data can be lost with a small ROI. Moreover, unnecessary details and features can be included with a larger ROI. Different size of ROI regions with square sets such as \((16,16), (32,32), ..., (128,128)\) are empirically tested. Minimum EER is found at \((32,32)\). ROI size of \((32,32)\) is used in all our experiments.

2) **Scale Setting**

U1DT-CWT results in six complex directional subbands in the orientation of \(\pm 15^\circ, \pm 45^\circ, \pm 75^\circ\). The six directional subbands for the impulse response of the filters are illustrated in Fig. 3. We consider only the real parts of the directional complex subbands, since the most promising feature for low-resolution image is in the real part. Different scale sizes are tested. Empirical tests show that scale 2 gives minimum EER. Therefore, two-scale decomposition is used in all experiments.

3) **Matching with Blurring Neighborhood**

The given palm is not a fixed object. Therefore, hash table blurring is applied to prevent minor misalignments. Moreover, too much blurring can result in false matches. The lowest ERR is obtained with four-adjoint blur neighborhood.

![Fig. 3 Impulse response of 2D complex-valued wavelet filters.](image)
4) **Filter Selection**

Biorthogonal sets of filters must be chosen for the first scale [43] and NDAntonB2 filter is used. In the remaining scales, q-step filters can be applied [43], [44]. NDualfilt1 filter is used in the remaining scales.

**C. Validity of Experiments**

The PolyU and CASIA databases are used to perform the experiments. In both cases, half of the sample for each identity was obtained in one session and the other half was obtained in another. We used session-based Sets as discussed in [11] to observe recognition performance. We ran five experiments to evaluate the method in real life scenarios. The analyses of the experiments continued by matching:

- **Set 1**: session regardless of the individual bands.
- **Set 2**: palmprints (multispectral) from the first session.
- **Set 3**: palmprints (multispectral) from the second session.
- **Set 4**: palmprints (multispectral) of the first session to the second session.
- **Set 5**: palmprints (multispectral) regardless of the session.

For the recognition experiments, the ROC curves are used to show variations between False Acceptance Rate (FAR) to the False Rejection Rate (FRR). The Genuine Acceptance Rate (GAR) at 0.1% FAR and the Equal Error Rate (EER) are selected to evaluate the recognition performance of the presented method. The presented method is compared with three state-of-the-art techniques: CompCode, DoGRepr and OrdRepr. We use our implementation for these three techniques since their code is not public.

**1) Set 1**

This set analyzes the discriminant capability of individual bands as depicted in Fig. 4. Table 2 compares individual bands of palm performance of the PolyU and CASIA database for the presented code with blurring and non-blurring case. For the PolyU database, the 660nm band gives the best performance for blurring and non-blurring. A major reason for this could be that the 660nm wavelength mostly catches both the line and vein features which make this band more discriminative. For the CASIA database, the most discriminant data is available in the 850nm and 940nm bands which give the best results with and without consideration of the blurring effect.

**2) Set 2**

Set 2 examines the variability in the palmprint information obtained in the first session. Fig. 5 analyzes the ROC curves of the proposed method with three techniques on the CASIA and PolyU databases.
3) Set 3
Set 3 investigates the variability in the palmprint information gained in the second session as depicted in Fig. 6. In this set we investigate the intrain-band variations compare the results obtained in Set 2. Furthermore, only the palmprints obtained in the second session are matched.

4) Set 4
Set 4 is used to test a real-life scenario where there is a variation in image quality and/or human behavior over time. According to this, all images from the first session are matched to all images of the second. Fig. 7 compares the ROC curves of the proposed code with three methods. It should be mentioned that there is a performance degeneration of other methods compared to Set 2 and Set 3 because of the difficulty.

Fig. 5. Multispectral palmprints obtained in first session with blurring effect for PolyU and CASIA databases in Set 2.

Fig. 6. Multispectral palmprints gained in second session with blurring effect for PolyU and CASIA.

Fig. 7. Multispectral palmprints of the first session to the second session with blurring effect for PolyU and CASIA databases in Set 4.

Fig. 8. Multispectral palmprints regardless of the session with blurring effect for PolyU and CASIA databases in Set 5.
of the scenario. However, degeneration of the proposed method is much less than of other methods on PolyU database, which indicates the robustness of the proposed method to the image variability.

5) Set 5
Set 5 analyzes the overall recognition performance which allows comparison of existing methods with the proposed method on the same database. This set is termed to be “all versus all” in the literature since all images in that database are compared to all other images. The proposed method is compared with three other methods in Fig. 8 considering this scenario. The proposed method outperforms all other methods on the PolyU database and gives comparable results on the CASIA database.

### D. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

The results obtained in Set 2 to Set 5 are given in Table 3. The proposed method gives the best results in the PolyU database compared to the three state-of-the-art methods for blurring case. Furthermore, the proposed method outperforms in some sets considering the CASIA database. It should be noted that OrdRepr has more comparable results than the other methods for blurring case on the CASIA database. In Table 4, the propose method still gives a very good comparable result although it might not give the best results in some cases compared to the other state-of-the-art methods in the CASIA database. Since the palm images were acquired with the use of contact-based sensors in the PolyU database, all methods produce better EER performance. The EER performance of CompCode and DoGRepr deteriorated and produce the worst results of all other methods in the CASIA database with blurring. At the same time, the presented method gives much

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>CASIA Database</th>
<th>PolyU Database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>Set 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoGRepr</td>
<td>EER (%)</td>
<td>0.8333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAR (%)</td>
<td>98.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrdRepr</td>
<td>EER (%)</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAR (%)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompCode</td>
<td>EER (%)</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAR (%)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>EER (%)</td>
<td>0.0512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAR (%)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>CASIA Database</th>
<th>PolyU Database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td>Set 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoGRepr</td>
<td>EER (%)</td>
<td>0.3225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAR (%)</td>
<td>99.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrdRepr</td>
<td>EER (%)</td>
<td>0.0234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAR (%)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompCode</td>
<td>EER (%)</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAR (%)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>EER (%)</td>
<td>0.0267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAR (%)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EER (%)</td>
<td>0.0267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAR (%)</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
better EER performance with blurring.

E. Validity of Experiments

Identification experiments are performed by using fivefold cross validation and identification rates at rank-1 and reported with the Cumulative Match Characteristics (CMC) curves. We randomly choose one multispectral palm image per subject to set the gallery and all other images as test samples in each fold. In this way, a single multispectral palm image in the gallery is used for identification for any test sample subject. Then, the average identification rates are computed over fivefold. We use this protocol for both databases. Fig. 9 gives the CMC curves to compare the performance of the proposed method with other three state-of-the-art methods with blurring effect. The identification performances are given in Table 5 and Table 6 for the blurring and non-blurring case, respectively. Both tables indicate that the proposed method gives the best and results compared to the three state-of-the-art methods.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new multidirectional and multiscale analysis based on UDTCWT for feature encoding by applying a binary hash table matching procedure for palm image recognition. Newly, a simple DWT is also used to extract the ROIs rather than the usual method that uses bicubic interpolation to reduce noisy regions and inconsistent lines. With this approach, the performance of the three state-of-the-art methods are compared. The proposed multidirectional and multiscale feature extraction method provides robust and effective palmprint representation and matching compared to three of the state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, the matching speed is increased by using the score-level-fusion method for effective palmprint recognition. Results obtained in the experimental part show that the proposed method gives the best results for blurring case and comparable results for non-blurring case when compared with the state-of-the-art methods. UDTCWT based feature encoding can be easily applied to line-like features and can be extended to other types of biometrics.
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TABLE V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>CASIA (%)</th>
<th>PolyU (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DoGRepr</td>
<td>95.20 ± 0.81</td>
<td>99.98 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrdRepr</td>
<td>99.18 ± 0.15</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompCode</td>
<td>98.82 ± 0.22</td>
<td>99.99 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>99.16 ± 0.26</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>CASIA (%)</th>
<th>PolyU (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DoGRepr</td>
<td>97.46 ± 0.34</td>
<td>99.95 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrdRepr</td>
<td>99.60 ± 0.25</td>
<td>99.99 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompCode</td>
<td>99.04 ± 0.36</td>
<td>99.99 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>99.30 ± 0.19</td>
<td>99.97 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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